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Kourtney Kardashian
Born Wednesday 18 April 1979 Local Time 05:23 AM Universal Time 01:23 PM
Los Angeles, California, United States Long:118°14'W Lat:34°03'N
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Planetary Weight Point System
Sun & Moon

4 points each

Uranus, Neptune & Pluto

1 point each

Mercury, Venus & Mars

3 points each

Ascendant (Rising Sign)

4 points

Jupiter & Saturn

2 points each

Midheaven

2 points
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Planet Aspect List
a r h Sun Squares Jupiter
a e l Sun Trines Neptune

K y + Uranus Sextiles MidHeaven
K y . Uranus Sextiles North Node

a q _ Sun Conjuncts Ascendant
s r g Moon Squares Mars

l y ; Neptune Sextiles Pluto
l e _ Neptune Trines Ascendant

s e j Moon Trines Saturn
s r ; Moon Squares Pluto

l r . Neptune Squares North Node
; r + Pluto Squares MidHeaven

s q + Moon Conjuncts MidHeaven
s e . Moon Trines North Node
s e c Moon Trines Chiron
d q f Mercury Conjuncts Venus
d e h Mercury Trines Jupiter
f e h Venus Trines Jupiter
f e K Venus Trines Uranus
f r l Venus Squares Neptune

; t . Pluto Semisextile North Node
_ q a Ascendant Conjuncts Sun
_ r h Ascendant Squares Jupiter
+ q s MidHeaven Conjuncts Moon
+ y K MidHeaven Sextiles Uranus
+ r ; MidHeaven Squares Pluto
+ e . MidHeaven Trines North Node

f w . Venus Opposes North Node
f i c Venus Semisquare Chiron
g u j Mars Quincunx Saturn
g t c Mars Semisextile Chiron
h r _ Jupiter Squares Ascendant
h i . Jupiter Semisquare North Node
j e c Saturn Trines Chiron
K t l Uranus Semisextile Neptune
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Hi Kourtney,
Welcome to your Intimate Lover interpretation, please check that the birth details are correct.
This explicit and honest look at an individual's sensuality and their capacity to indulge their sexual fantasies is
based on interpretations of the planets and the relationships they form within your horoscope.
The interpretation of the Sun's position signifies what making loves means to you. The Moon's position
indicates the way you 'perform' each time you make love. Mercury tells us your thoughts and self-expression
when making love. Venus determines what you value and need most in your lovemaking. Mars helps you
understand the driving force of your sexuality. Jupiter indicates your capacity and desire for lovemaking.
Saturn lets you know where you feel most awkward or inhibited. The other planets Uranus, Neptune and Pluto
signify generational aspirations.
The interactions between the planets within your birth chart are called 'Aspects'. These are given a Star Rating
from one to five to show their relative importance in your Intimate Lover. To the right of each pair of 'aspect'
symbols is a group of five stars; the more dark stars there are the stronger the connection.

Kourtney's sexual nature
Kourtney's energy level
Fire element strong

You are not afraid to approach your sex life in an active and dynamic way, and well able to take the initiative.
You react outwardly (and often spontaneously) and believe in overcoming predicaments through concerted
action. You may be inclined to have a hot temperament and it's not difficult for you to be either passionate or
alternatively get upset - but you calm down just as easily.

Kourtney's thoughtfulness
Air element weak

You may have difficulty in expressing yourself rationally, not having a wide-ranging view and lacking the
necessary insights. Grasping the theoretical side of your sex life is something that completely evades you; with
such an absence of a detached viewpoint, you can take things rather too personally and should be aware that
you also get hurt fairly easily.

Kourtney's sexual temperament
Kourtney's capabilities
Cardinal modality strong

You have an imaginative, direct approach to your love-making and are quick to exploit any opportunities or
openings you find. This type of approach often means you lack a degree of refinement and sensitivity.
However, both mentally and physically you possess much staying power, constantly striving towards obtaining
the object of your desire.

Kourtney's consistency
Fixed modality weak

You may find it difficult to focus on one particular activity and feel that any form of restriction, when applied
to the way you behave, difficult to accept. Your inability to concentrate or show any form of restraint may be
somewhat exasperating for others. Having any real sense of assurance and stability does not come very easily
for you.
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Kourtney's adaptability
Mutable modality weak

You are lacking in any great sense of subtlety and not very inclined to be as adaptable to certain situations as
you might be. This can make you appear to be either rather impatient or otherwise truly oblivious to other
people's sexual complexities and any unconventional conduct they may feel inclined towards or have a sexual
preference for in their love-making.

jeffprince.com
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Kourtney's love-making style
How others see you - the first impression you give.

Pushy

_1

Aries rising

You can be pushy, make the first move, get to the point fast (at times too fast), are passionate, physical,
excited, in a hurry, and cool quickly after making love, but you can be ready for more soon afterwards. You
often dispense with foreplay preferring the basics that lead to ultra fast orgasm, with an especially high peak.
More patience and sensitivity are required to avoid turning off more hesitant, easy-going partners. For longer
lasting love you should lay back and not be so forceful.
Alternative Rising Sign?
Your Ascendant falls near the cusp of the following sign, so if your birth time is an hour or so later than you
have given, you could have Taurus rising.

Earthy appeal

_2

Taurus rising

You have a charismatic, earthy appeal; slow at first but, once aroused, you can be relentless. You have staying
power, are affectionate, friendly and inclined towards slow building, intense lovemaking. You can keep going
all night with an enthusiastic and inventive partner who is raring to go.

Natural - 'Close One' aaaaa

_qa

Ascendant Conjuncts Sun

Your manner is so effortless it seems you're totally in command of all you do. You have a good sense of timing
and are able to make the first move with consummate ease and assurance or, if required, you could just as
easily wait for a more appropriate moment to arrive.

Relentless - 'Close One' aaaas

_r h

Ascendant Squares Jupiter

Completely ignoring conventional guidelines, you will go right over the top, have high expectations and desire
more than is reasonable to hope for. But you should calm down with age!
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What making love means to Kourtney
How you express yourself as an individual.

Keen

a1

Sun in Aries

You like to make the first move but, eager to engage in sex, you can be a bit pushy so need to exercise a little
more patience and be more deliberate in your approach. You can leave your partner exhausted and startled,
wanting and needing more time and care in your lovemaking technique. Rushing for your own pleasure's sake
with high passion and sex drive is OK for you - but you must be more sympathetic to your partner's needs if
you do not want to frustrate them.
Twelfth House
Forces that are beyond your control; a higher power or ideal.

Clandestine

a12th

Sun in the 12th House

You're a very private person who's difficult to get to know, secretive and with hidden depths that are
sometimes unknown even to yourself. To you, lovemaking is an act of self-discovery, so sometimes unsafe or
hazardous encounters ensue in your unending search to unravel the mystery that is you. You need a loyal and
daring partner in order to flourish.

Practice makes perfect - 'Close One' aaaas

arh

Sun Squares Jupiter

Too much - or not enough? Sometimes overwhelming your lover - sometimes leaving them wanting more. It's
difficult for you to get your lovemaking just right; but practice can lead to perfection!

Spell binding assss

ael

Sun Trines Neptune

You have lofty ideas of romance; a dream lover who thrives on passionate feelings of romantic desire and
sexual attraction - ever hopeful of the ultimate 'merging' with another.

jeffprince.com
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The way you 'perform' when you make love
Your immediate reactions; your emotional and compassionate nature.

Seeks reassurance

s0

Moon in Capricorn

You can be a serious and shy lover who is very uncomfortable in those lovemaking situations where
spontaneous sex and exuberant reactions seem called for. You need, therefore, to be reassured by your lover,
because although you can be a little slow at first, you will go all the way with plenty of love and
encouragement.
Ninth House
Your depth of understanding; your more intuitive faculties.

Adventurous

s 9th

Moon in the 9th House

Eternally searching for new horizons to explore, you respond best to a lover who is as adventurous as you are.
Every new experience you have together will enrich your level of sexual satisfaction and fuel your fantasies
even more.

Brazen - 'Close One' aaaas

s rg

Moon Squares Mars

Ready, willing and able, you're often 'up for it'! Trouble is; you're impulsive and inclined to act on the spur of
the moment, so when your alternating moods change just as swiftly, you either orgasm too late or too soon.
You're just as liable to pick a fight - when all you really want is sex!

Dependable aaass

s ej

Moon Trines Saturn

You know just how to look after, and care for, your lover. You're consistent, protective and always aware, even
from afar, so you'll give all that is required.

Control freak aasss

s r;

Moon Squares Pluto

You're liable to use sex to exert power over your partner. You are perfectly capable of controlling your own
desires in order to have others do your bidding and for you to be in total command.
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Kourtney's thoughts and self expression when making love
Communication skills; how you think and receive information from others.

d1

Spontaneous
Mercury in Aries

You are a fast thinker who makes love spontaneously, indulging in activities that can be a lot of fun. Your
desires are clear-cut and you don't elaborate much on your sexual technique; never lingering too long you
make your mark and then move on. Try to develop your fantasies more - and don't leave your partner behind!
Twelfth House
Forces that are beyond your control; a higher power or ideal.

d 12th

Thought provoking
Mercury in the 12th House

Conveying your needs can sometimes be a problem, but body language can save the day. Privacy is of
paramount importance to you and will not be given up easily. Your penetrating depths of understanding, and
fearlessness of consequences, are how you learn and grow as a lover.

Panache aasss

d q f

Mercury Conjuncts Venus

You have exceptionally good taste and are more than adequately able to express your desires. Imaginative
and refined when it comes to sex, you're pleasing on the eye with a stylishness well suited to sizzling
situations.

Limitless - 'Close One' aaaaa

d eh

Mercury Trines Jupiter

You have a boundless imagination that is capable of positive and determined action. You're likely to be
sensible about what's suitable to indulge in - but also open to all suggestions.
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What you value and need most
How you express your emotions within personal relationships.

f =

Fusion
Venus in Pisces

You are likely to treasure the unspoken link with your lover. You desire to melt into one with your partner,
experiencing this as an uplifting revelation. You are totally unselfish, giving your all - and you want this to be
reciprocated. You will thrive on fantasies about your lover, which leads to the arousal of your unbounded
imagination and desires.
Twelfth House
Forces that are beyond your control; a higher power or ideal.

f 12th

Mysterious
Venus in the 12th House

Your true desires are a mystery; time and care is needed before committing to a love affair. You enjoy privacy
in order to explore the boundless depths of passion, love, pain, anguish and torment that for you, somehow,
are exquisitely merged. You're drawn to secret affairs but you shouldn't take them too seriously.

Insatiable aasss

f eh

Venus Trines Jupiter

You hunger for more, take part regardless and have an 'anything goes' attitude. You're very positive about sex,
know what is acceptable and enjoy it whenever possible.

Extraordinary aaass

f eK

Venus Trines Uranus

You have an unusual, far-ranging desire accompanied by a good sense of the limits of what's reasonable. There
is also a strong craving for anything new or unconventional that can be enjoyed.

Unclear aaass

f rl

Venus Squares Neptune

Your vague fantasies are not easy to achieve and your lack of clarity, or unrealism, inevitably results in
dissatisfaction. It is difficult for you to focus on, and bring about, your desires.

jeffprince.com
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The driving force of Kourtney's sexuality
Your sex drive and stamina and the way you assert yourself and express your desires.

Energetic

g1

Mars in Aries

You are a lover who is good at making speedy and decisive moves. You have a highly intense energy level,
which can spurt rather hot and quickly, but you can just as easily fade as fast as you came. You are very easily
aroused and can be just as easily satisfied. You need to practise slowing down so you can give your partner the
full measure of lingering satisfaction that is yours to give them. If you cannot do it the first time, save some in
reserve for next time you make love to them - and make it soon!
Twelfth House
Forces that are beyond your control; a higher power or ideal.

Intensity

g12th

Mars in the 12th House

Sexual energy such as yours is difficult to come to grips with. You have an indefinable urge to find true sexual
gratification that seems impossible to achieve, but which should, eventually, be well worth the wait. It is of
paramount importance that you take great care when exploring the uncharted realms and unfamiliar territory
in search of the rewarding experiences you seek.

Inhibited aasss

guj

Mars Quincunx Saturn

You need to have belief and confidence in your ability to succeed and persevere with your tendency to give up
too soon. You must make up your mind about what it is that you desire and then go for it.

jeffprince.com
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Kourtney's capacity and desire for lovemaking
Your sense of fun, optimism, generosity and what you believe in most.

Penetrating

h4

Jupiter in Cancer

You can be a passionate and steamy lover. You tend to be protective towards your partner and require
penetration in perfect privacy. When away from outside interference you can get to ecstatically high levels of
sexual arousal. This passionate intensity inevitably leads to melting and all-consuming intimacy with your
lover, which leaves you unavoidably and unbearably undone, with all known barriers blown away - totally
spent!
Fourth House
Deep inner feelings and habits.

Big hearted

h 4th

Jupiter in the 4th House

You create an ample, loving environment to please partners and achieve your secret dream. The existence of a
secure home enables love fantasies to grow and enthusiasm for an intimate life to become a reality.

jeffprince.com
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Awkwardness or inhibitions
Your sense of responsibility and lessons you have to learn.

Disapproving

j6

Saturn in Virgo

Your love life must be orderly, practical and full of familiar routines in order for you to feel comfortable with
yourself. Be careful, however, not to let 'order' become the be-all and end-all, or you may become cold, crass
and unfeeling. You are very critical of yourself and others, indeed at times quite disapproving. Try to relax a bit
and allow yourself the freedom to fail once in a while.
Fifth House
Where you express yourself freely and without inhibition.

Sex is serious

j 5th

Saturn in the 5th House

For you, sex is a serious matter and not something to be taken lightly. Perfection is the only thing that will do
and intensity is your pleasure principle. Try to lighten up a little, don't be so demanding - more spontaneity
could bring enjoyment to you both.
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Inventiveness and spontaneity
Your imagination, initiative and ingenuity.

Enlightened

K8

Uranus in Scorpio

Explores the mysterious depths of sexuality and is able to experiment without fear of consequences. Honestly
confronting your inner feelings will be an enlightening and rewarding experience.
Seventh House
How you express yourself in your relationships and the qualities you look for in others.

Impulsive

K 7th

Uranus in the 7th House

You crave creative expression; especially with unusual partners who may be interested in way out sexual
experiments and can be liable to go through unexpected break ups with all the accompanying upset and
turmoil. You should think twice before hastily ending a relationship when all that's needed is a little breathing
space.

Leading question - 'Close One' aaaas

K tl

Uranus Semisextile Neptune

A heady mixture of love and being 'under the influence' of a lover's powerful charms that leads to spiritual
union. Sex is another matter - and may not be what this is about.

jeffprince.com
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Dreams, fantasies and imagination
Reveals your inner ideals, expectations and creativity.

Opinions

l9

Neptune in Sagittarius

Your opinions about what is an ideal relationship may be clouded. You imagine it should be straightforward
and uncomplicated. Rather than expect others to automatically fit your norm, seek those who actually do.
Eighth House
Relationships where you relate to others on a deeper, more emotional level.

Enduring passion

l 8th

Neptune in the 8th House

You seek lasting passion and are willing to expend a great deal of time and energy on understanding both
yourself, and your partner's, innermost motivations, feelings and desires. You may imagine more than is actual
reality as fantasies cloud your powers of discernment.

Certainty aasss

l y;

Neptune Sextiles Pluto

An unrelenting inner energy stimulates fantasy from one phase to the next. Satisfaction is not in the act itself,
but in powerful belief.
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Unconscious depths and intensity
What motivates you.

Transformer

;7

Pluto in Libra

You are part of a generation unable to accept things as they are. Intent on improving the equality between the
sexes, you will not be content until changes are brought about - regardless of the upheaval that this entails.
Sixth House
The interaction of your mind and body.

Breaking rules

; 6th

Pluto in the 6th House

Well acquainted with the conventions of good sex and expert at giving your lover pleasure, you will expect
them to do specific things for you in return. Dare to play at breaking the rules now and again for sexual
pleasure to be further enhanced between you.
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Preconceived ideas about Kourtney's sexuality
What you can achieve.

+0

Staying power
Midheaven in Capricorn

A reputation for being cautious and conventional allows unexpected, comparatively small gestures, to make an
impact. You have great staying power and should make certain you develop a more encouraging approach
rather than adopting one that may discourage prospective partners.

Status assss

+q s

Midheaven Conjuncts Moon

You have a high profile public image that's well liked by everyone and are capable of great empathy with lovers
who are sure to be at your beck and call. You love the limelight.

Curious aasss

+y K

Midheaven Sextiles Uranus

Your being known for original technique is more than just a rumour! You react well to any type of proposal
involving a change, or any suggestion to try something new.
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MORE PERSONAL ASTROLOGY READINGS
RELATIONSHIPS
SOUL MATES
How to improve your relationship! - Identifies the positive qualities you share in order to achieve more
happiness together.
STAR LOVERS
Secrets of a better relationship - How you feel about each other, the way to make a success of being together.
RELATIONSHIP SUCCESS
How you behave towards each other - What you need to know and understand about how you attract your
partner and keep them.
RELATIONSHIP REALITY
The connection you have created together - Find out the reality of becoming a couple as you grow into a long
term relationship.
INTIMATE LOVERS
Improve your love-making styles - Gain confidence in your ability to improve your love-making - creating special
moments of pleasure together.

PROFILES
CAREER ANALYSIS
Upcoming goals and objectives - Qualities that influence your professional working life and potential success.
CHILD REPORT
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Gaining confidence for the future! Understand and track development of talent in a self-assured way.
LIFE DESTINY
Reaching full potential - How you instinctively behave and react to important situations. Understand and track
development of talent in a self-assured way.
PERSONAL OUTLOOK
All about attitude and commitment - Gain a deeper understanding of motivations, challenges and strengths.
SOUL PROFILE
Revealing life's purpose - Single-mindedness, desire, talent, sensitivity and future possibilities.

FORECASTS
LIFE FORECAST
Monthly interpretations describe your personal thoughts, feelings and desires. Long-term interpretations
indicate important life changing events.
RELATIONSHIP FORECAST
Discover when you are most likely to find love, if a relationship will stand the test of time or an existing
relationship can deepen, be strengthened or revived.
FORECASTER
Identify when to make decisions - Important opportunities, a changing relationship, job or home. Learn to rely
on your choices.
PREDICTOR
How you change, grow and develop - Make use of your most positive characteristics during the promising time
periods indicated.
LIFE STAGES
Personal development - Make the most of events and encounters. Discover what triggers your powers of
persuasion and progress?

LOVE AND ROMANCE
LOVE-LIFE FORECAST
A guide to successful dating - Important dates for romantic or social activity, details the best times for love
during the coming year.
RELATIONSHIP SUCCESS
How you behave as a partner - What you need to know and understand about how to attract a partner and keep
them.
INTIMATE LOVER
Improve your love-making style - Gain confidence in your ability to improve your love-making - creating special
moments of pleasure.

All reports delivered instantly on-screen & emailed.
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